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(57) ABSTRACT 

A tarnpon having an absorbent structure and an apertured 
?lm cover therrnally bonded to the absorbent structure is 
disclosed. The cover is bonded to the absorbent structure 
through a plurality of discrete spots arranged about the 
surface of the absorbent structure to provide a cumulative 
cover-to-absorbent bond. The cumulative cover-to-absor 
bent bond has a shear strength of at least about 3 N. The 
plurality of discrete thermally-bonded spots de?ne a bonded 
area and the bonded spots and the unbonded portions 
betWeen the spots de?ne a bond region. Preferably, the 
bonded area covers about 5% to about 30% of the bond 
region. 

In addition, a sealing element for a sealing roller is dis 
closed. The sealing element is pro?led With a sealing pattern 
de?ned by sealing knobs arranged at distances to each other 
that project from a base of the sealing elernent. Each sealing 
knob has a perimeter shaped to eliminate aggressive edges. 
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TAMPON HAVING APERTURED FILM COVER 
THERMOBONDED TO FIBROUS ABSORBENT 

STRUCTURE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is related to the following copend 
ing applications: U.S. Ser. No. 09/343,759; US. Ser. No. 
09/345,090; US. Ser. No. 09/345,089; US. Ser. No. 09/343, 
760; US. Ser. No. 09/345,088; US. Ser. No. 60/141,688; 
and US. Ser. No. 60/141,690; all ?led on Jun. 30, 1999, and 
to and US. Ser. Nos. , and ?led on even date 

hereWith, entitled “Sealing Roller And Sealing Roller Ele 
ment Particularly For Producing A Tampon For Feminine 
Hygiene And Method Therefor” (Attorney Docket J&J 
1914) and “Tampon For Feminine Hygiene And Process and 
Apparatus For Its Production” (Attorney Docket J &J -1924), 
respectively. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention relates to a tampon, preferably for 
feminine hygiene, having an apertured ?lm cover thermo 
bonded to an absorbent structure, as Well as a method for 
producing such a tampon. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Friese, US. Pat. No. 4,816,100 discloses a method 
and a device for producing a tampon for the feminine 
hygiene. The method provides a ?uid permeable and at least 
partially thermoplastic Wrapping material being divided into 
sections Which is applied onto a ?eece Web by heat sealing. 
Fleece Web sections that are severed from the ?eece Web are 
Wound onto themselves to form a tampon blank having a 
WithdraWal cord. Thereby the ?uid permeable Wrapping 
material is positioned on the circumference of the tampon 
blank and substantially surrounds it. Finally, the tampon 
blank is pressed radially into the ?nal shape of the tampon. 

[0004] While this Was an advance for tampon technology 
at the time, there has been recent interest in using apertured 
?lm covers on tampons. These covers present additional 
problems in secure attachment, especially through heat 
sealing. For example, the heat sealing may close the aper 
tures in the otherWise liquid impermeable plastic ?lm. 

[0005] Therefore, What is needed is a tampon having an 
apertured ?lm cover securely fastened to its absorbent 
structure Without adversely affecting the absorbent charac 
teristics of the tampon. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] A tampon having an absorbent structure and an 
apertured ?lm cover thermally bonded to the absorbent 
structure is disclosed. The cover is bonded to the absorbent 
structure through a plurality of discrete spots arranged about 
the surface of the absorbent structure to provide a cumula 
tive cover-to-absorbent bond. The cumulative cover-to-ab 
sorbent bond has a shear strength of at least about 3 N. The 
plurality of discrete thermally-bonded spots de?ne a bonded 
area and the bonded spots and the unbonded portions 
betWeen the spots de?ne a bond region. Preferably, the 
bonded area covers about 5% to about 30% of the bond 
region. 
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[0007] In addition, a sealing element for a sealing roller is 
disclosed. The sealing element is pro?led With a sealing 
pattern de?ned by sealing knobs arranged at distances to 
each other that project from a base of the sealing element. 
Each sealing knob has a perimeter shaped to eliminate 
aggressive edges. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a tampon according 
to the present invention. 

[0009] FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of an absorbent Web having 
an apertured ?lm cover attached thereto through a pattern of 
discrete, thermally bonded spots. 

[0010] FIG. 3 is a side elevation of a spirally Wound 
tampon blank having an apertured ?lm cover attached to 
itself. 

[0011] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a sealing roller 
useful in manufacturing a tampon according to the present 
invention. 

[0012] FIG. 4A is a plan vieW taken along the circumfer 
ence of the sealing element of FIG. 4. 

[0013] FIGS. 5A-5C are cross-sections of various sealing 
knobs of the sealing element of FIG. 4. 

[0014] FIG. 6 is a partial cross-section of the sealing 
element taken along line 6-6 in FIG. 4. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0015] As used herein, the term “apertured ?lm” refers to 
a ?uid-impervious plastic material in the form of a resilient 
three-dimensional Web having ?rst and second surfaces and 
exhibiting a ?ber-like appearance and tactile impression. 
The ?rst surface of the three-dimensional Web has a multi 
plicity of apertures therein. Preferably, each of the apertures 
is de?ned by a multiplicity of intersecting, ?ber-like ele 
ments interconnected to one another substantially in the 
plane of the ?rst surface. Each of the ?ber-like elements 
exhibits a cross-section, preferably having a base portion in 
the plane of the ?rst surface and a sideWall joined to each 
edge of the base portion. The sideWall portions extend 
generally in the direction of the second surface of the 
three-dimensional Web. Further, the intersecting sideWall 
portions are interconnected to one another intermediate the 
?rst and second surfaces of the Web. The interconnected 
sideWall portions preferably terminate substantially concur 
rently With one another in the plane of the second surface. 

[0016] As used herein, the term “cover” refers to an 
element of an absorbent article that, alone or in conjunction 
With one or more additional element(s), substantially 
encloses an absorbent structure. The term especially refers to 
such an element located on the outer surface of a tampon. 

[0017] A tampon having an apertured ?lm cover is illus 
trated in FIG. 1. This tampon 10 has an insertion end 12 and 
a trailing end 14, and it is formed of an absorbent structure 
16 substantially covered by an apertured ?lm material or 
cover 18. In addition, a WithdraWal string 20 extends from 
the trailing end 14 of the tampon 10. 

[0018] The absorbent structure may be any absorbent 
means that is capable of absorbing and/or retaining liquids 
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(e.g., menses). The absorbent structure can be manufactured 
in a Wide variety of siZes and shapes and from a Wide variety 
of liquid-absorbing materials. A representative, non-limiting 
list of useful materials includes cellulosic materials, such as 
rayon, cotton, Wood pulp, creped cellulose Wadding, tissue 
Wraps and laminates, peat moss, and chemically stiffened, 
modi?ed, or cross-linked cellulosic ?bers; polymeric mate 
rials, such as polyester ?bers, polyole?n ?bers, absorbent 
foams, absorbent sponges, superabsorbent polymers, absor 
bent gelling materials; formed ?bers, such as capillary 
channel ?bers and multilimbed ?bers; combinations of 
materials, such as synthetic ?bers and Wood pulp including 
coformed ?brous structures (e.g., those materials described 
in Anderson et al., US. Pat. No. 4,100,324); or any equiva 
lent material or combinations of materials, or mixtures of 
these. Preferably, the absorbent structure comprises one or 
more elements to provide it With structural integrity. This 
structural integrity alloWs the absorbent structure to be 
securely attached to the cover. Representative, non-limiting 
examples of elements that provide structural integrity 
include ?brous Webs, ?lms, and the like. 

[0019] The cover of the present invention can be manu 
factured by standard processes knoWn to those of ordinary 
skill in the art. For example, the base ?lm that is to be 
apertured can be extruded, cast, or bloWn to form the ?lm. 
The base ?lm can be a single formulated polymeric material 
or blend, or it can be a laminated or multi-layered material 
such as described in commonly assigned, co-pending appli 
cations to Johnson et al., US. Ser. No. 09/345,090, and Gell 
et al., US. Ser. No. 09/345,089, the disclosures of Which are 
herein incorporated by reference. Useful technology to form 
these ?lms Will be easily recogniZed by those of ordinary 
skill in the art. The base ?lm can then be apertured by any 
useful process. Several examples include hot air aperturing, 
and Water jet aperturing. Examples of these processes are 
disclosed in Curro, US. Pat. No. 4,695,422; Turi, US. Pat. 
No. 5,567,376; and Mullane, US. Pat. No. 4,741,877; the 
disclosures of each of these patents are hereby incorporated 
by reference. The resulting apertured ?lm can be coated, for 
example as described in commonly assigned, co-pending 
application U.S. Ser. No. 09/345,088, ?led Jun. 30, 1999, 
entitled “Tampon With Cover and Nonionic Surfactant” 
(Attorney Docket PPC-708), and/or slit to a desired Width 
for use in manufacturing a tampon. 

[0020] The cover 18 is useful to contain the absorbent 
structure materials to reduce, preferably prevent, the likeli 
hood that any signi?cant portion of the absorbent structure 
16 Will escape from the tampon 10 and remain after the 
tampon 10 has been removed, e.g., by pulling on the 
WithdraWal string 20. The cover 18 can also protect the 
tissue in contact With the tampon 10 from excessive friction 
or other irritation during insertion, use, and removal of the 
tampon 10. Further, the cover 18 can add aesthetic qualities 
to the tampon 10. Therefore, it is desirable that the cover 18 
have the folloWing properties loW coef?cient of friction, 
smooth surface, high opacity, clear apertures, and an 
unmelted appearance. 

[0021] Because the cover 18 contains the absorbent struc 
ture 16, and the cover 18 and absorbent structure 16 should 
be secured to each other, the cover 18 should be capable of 
thermally bonding at least to itself in a manner that secures 
the absorbent structure 16 Within it. In addition, the cover 18 
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is also capable of thermally bonding to the outer portions of 
the absorbent structure 16, itself. 

[0022] The apertured ?lm cover 18 is attached to the 
absorbent structure 16 through a plurality of discrete, ther 
mally bonded spots 22. These spots 22 are arranged to 
provide thermal bonds having relatively small area over a 
relatively large surface of the tampon 10. The area of the 
thermal bonds can be aggregated to provide a bonded area, 
and the bonded spots and the unbonded portions betWeen the 
spots together de?ne a bond region 24. The bonded area 
covers about 5% to about 30% of the bond region, preferably 
about 10% to about 25% of the bond region 24, and more 
preferably, about 15% to about 20% of the bond region 24. 

[0023] This amount of coverage of the bond region is less 
than the coverage obtained in the prior art, e.g., Friese, US. 
Pat. No. 4,816,100. A commercial example of Friese, the 
o.b.® tampon has a sealing pattern of continuous diagonal 
lines covers about 40% of its bond area. 

[0024] The plurality of discrete, thermally bonded spots 
22 cooperates to provide a cumulative cover-to-absorbent 
bond. This bond is of suf?cient strength to maintain the 
integrity of the covered tampon during manufacture, storage, 
and use. Ameasure of this bond can be made by determining 
the shear force required to separate the cover from the 
absorbent structure. The method to determine this strength is 
described beloW. The cumulative cover-to-absorbent bond is 
at least about 3 N. This shear strength provides suf?cient 
strength to maintain the reassure a user that the cover Will 
remain associated With the absorbent structure during use, 
especially during removal. Preferably, the cover-to-absor 
bent shear strength is at least about 2 N, and more preferably, 
the shear strength of the bond is about 3 N to about 10 N. 

[0025] One method of applying the apertured ?lm cover 
material to an absorbent structure in the manufacture of a 
tampon is the use of a cut-and-place unit to cut the material 
from the slit roll and to place it on the absorbent structure. 
Another method is generally described in Friese, US. Pat. 
No. 4,816,100, the disclosure of Which is herein incorpo 
rated by reference. While this describes the application of a 
nonWoven cover to a tampon, improvements necessary to 
achieve this are described in the commonly-assigned, 
copending application, U.S. Ser. No. 09/343,759, ?led Jun. 
30, 1999, entitled “Continuous Method of Providing Indi 
vidual Sheets from a Continuous Web” (Attorney Docket 
PPC-668), the disclosure of Which is herein incorporated by 
reference. This copending application discloses a method to 
achieve the total separation of a section of material com 
prising the folloWing steps: severing a supply material in a 
plurality of discrete regions along a transverse axis, scoring 
the material residing betWeen the severed regions along the 
same transverse axis, and then applying a force suf?cient to 
fracture the scored regions, thereby separating the section of 
material from its supply. The section of material provides the 
cover of the present invention, and as disclosed in Friese, 
this cover can be thermally bonded to a nonWoven absorbent 
Web. 

[0026] The thermal bonding is preferably achieved 
through the use of a sealing element 40 of a sealing roller 42 
that is pro?led by a sealing pattern (shoWn in FIG. 4). 
According to the invention, the sealing pattern is formed by 
sealing knobs 44 or projections that project from a base 46 
of the sealing element 40. Preferably, the sealing knobs 44 
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have rounded edges 48 or edges 48 having an outer angle 0t 
(as shown in FIG. 5) formed between the sealing surface 50 
of a sealing knob 44 that contacts and compresses the cover 
and knob sidewalls 52. Preferably the outer angle 0t is more 
than 180° and up to about 240°. This sealing element 40 
reliably prevents damage to the cover that Would impair the 
function of the tampon as Well as its appearance. As no 
acute-angled edges 48 are applied to the cover 18, the 
pressure and temperature applied by the sealing element 40 
to the cover 18 may be much higher than a prior art sealing 
element Without causing injury or damage to the cover 
material 18. 

[0027] It is preferred to avoid sharp edges or overhangs on 
the sealing knobs 44. The preferred outer contours of a 
sealing knob 44 according to the invention are smoothly 
rounded from the sealing surface 50 to the knob sideWalls 
52. The sealing surface 50 of the knobs 44 may have any 
desired general shape to provide such shape to the thermally 
sealed spots. For example, the sealing surface 50 may be 
generally circular, ellipsoid, polygonal, and curvilinear com 
binations thereof. Preferably, the sealing surface 50 is sub 
stantially circular, oval, or ellipsoid to minimiZe the danger 
of damage or injury to the cover material to be sealed. Most 
preferably, the sealing surface is substantially oval (or 
rectangular having substantially hemispherical ends). These 
contours also provide reliable thermal bonding betWeen 
cover and the absorbent structure, even if the system, as 
intended, is eXposed to humidity. 

[0028] In a preferred embodiment, the sealing knobs 44 
are arranged on the sealing element 40 in diagonal spaced 
apart roWs. The arrangement of the sealing knobs 44 on the 
sealing element 40 may be varied for visual reasons. The 
dimension and arrangement of the sealing knobs may be 
chosen as desired. HoWever the distance “d” betWeen the 
adjacent sealing knobs should not be too great or reliable 
contact betWeen cover 18 and absorbent structure 16 section 
may not occur. In addition, it is possible that the knobs 44 
form de?ned signs or have a meaning When combined. At 
least the front end 54 of the sealing element 40 When seen 
in the direction of rotation “X” is preferably equipped With 
sealing knobs 44 in its edge 56 and end 58 areas. This 
location of knobs 44 Will help to prevent undesired move 
ment of the cover material 18 and to securely attach the 
cover 18 to the absorbent structure 16. 

[0029] The preferred oval-surfaced sealing knobs 44 have 
a length of about 5.5 mm and a Width of about 3 mm. With 
the rounded ends and contours, this can produce a sealing 
knob With an individual sealing surface area of about 14.7 
mm2. HoWever, it is preferred that each individual sealing 
surface has an area of less than about 40 mm2, more 
preferably, less than about 25 mm2 and most preferably 
betWeen about 5 and 15 mm2. This sealing surface Will 
provide a corresponding surface area for each thermally 
bonded spot in the cover/absorbent structure. 

[0030] Preferably, adjacent sealing knobs 44 are not sepa 
rated by a distance “d” of more than about 2 mm, more 
preferably, adjacent sealing knobs are Within about 3 mm to 
about 15 mm, and most preferably, Within about 5 mm to 
about 10 mm. Of course, the location of the sealing knobs 44 
determines a corresponding spacing of the thermally bonded 
spots 22 on the tampon blank and the ?nished tampon 
product. 
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[0031] Generally, the sealing knobs 44 are uniformly 
distributed about the sealing element 40. HoWever, it may be 
helpful to decrease spacing betWeen them at edge regions of 
the sealing element 40 to securely fasten the periphery of the 
cover material 18 to the absorbent structure 16. 

[0032] Preferably, the sealing knobs 44 are arranged in a 
pattern aligned at an angle oblique to the circumference of 
the sealing roller 42. This is especially noticeable When the 
sealing knobs 44 have a more rectangular or oval shape. This 
angle alloWs the How of liquid along the surface of the 
tampon to be deviated from a line directly along the length 
of the tampon. This has tWo effects: ?rst, the distances the 
liquid can ?oW at the surface of the tampon is increased due 
to the deviation from a straight line along the tampon. This 
increases the likelihood that the liquid Will be absorbed. 
Second, the discrete thermally bonded spots 22 do not 
provide a direct line of How along the tampon. This increases 
the ?uid dWell time on the surface to alloW the underlying 
absorbent structure to draW it into the tampon. This can 
provide for improved speci?c absorption areas around the 
bonded spots to improve the overall absorption of the 
tampon. 

[0033] There may be a number of lines of sealing knobs 44 
vieWed across the sealing element 40. In a preferred embodi 
ment, there may be about 2 to about 10 lines across the face 
of the sealing element 40, more preferably about 3 to about 
7, and most preferably, about 3 to about 5 lines of sealing 
knobs 44. In this arrangement, the sealing knobs 44 may be 
staggered such that there are feWer sealing knobs 44 bonding 
the cover to the absorbent structure than there are lines of 
knobs 44. This alloWs the increased pressure eXerted onto 
the cover/absorbent structure With the same force in com 
parison to the continuous line of the prior art o.b.® products. 
The same force used in the prior art products can be applied 
to a smaller area to provide a greater bonding pressure and 
to increase the overall integrity of the cover-to-absorbent 
bond. 

[0034] The discrete thermally bonded spots 22 are opti 
mally bonded in a manner that the apertures in the cover 
material are not signi?cantly closed and the thermally 
bonded spots 22 are capable of transmitting ?uid through the 
apertures of the cover 18 Within the thermally bonded spots 
22. 

[0035] The sealing elements 10 are made of a thermally 
conductive material. A representative, non-limiting list of 
materials includes metals such as steel, including stainless 
steel, mild steel, tool steel, and the like; and aluminum. 
Useful stainless steels include the 300 series including 303, 
304, and 316; the 400 series, and the 800 series. Useful mild 
steels include 1018 and 1020. Useful aluminum alloys 
include the 2000 series including 2024; the 3000 series 
including 3003; the 5000 series including 5052 and 5080; 
the 6000 series including 6061, 6063, and 6082; and the 
7000 series including 7075. These materials can be coated 
With appropriate coatings to protect the sealing element from 
corrosion and Wear and to reduce the likelihood of the sealed 
material from adhering to the tooling surfaces. Such mate 
rials Will be recogniZed by those of ordinary skill in the art. 

[0036] Heating elements are associated With the sealing 
elements 40 in a manner to provide Well-controlled heat to 
the sealing knobs 44. Preferably, the heating elements con 
trollable to provide a heat accuracy of +/—5° C., more 
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preferably, about +/—2° C. This can be achieved by placing, 
e.g., tWo heating elements symmetric to a middle plane of 
the sealing element 40, or three or more elements in appro 
priate locations on the sealing element. Alternatively, it is 
possible to employ a single plate heating element or to 
incorporate conduits Within the sealing element 40 to 
accommodate a circulated heating ?uid. In addition, a tem 
perature control element, such as a thermocouple, can be 
provided close to the sealing surfaces, e.g., at the middle 
plane of the sealing element 40. 

[0037] In addition to the sealing knobs 44, the sealing 
element preferably includes a thermal insulating material 60 
in the portions of the sealing element 40 surrounding and 
betWeen the sealing knobs 44 as shoWn in FIG. 6. This 
insulating material 60 may be any thermal insulating mate 
rial that is effective at the operating temperature of the 
sealing or bonding process. A representative, non-limiting 
list of possible insulating materials include elastomeric 
materials, such as lateX rubber, silicone rubber, elastomeric 
block copolymers and the like; and high temperature plastics 
based upon polytetra?uoroethyelene (PTFE) knoWn as 
“PEEK” according to the European DIN norm; and the like. 
Preferably, the insulating material is medically approved and 
elastomeric, or at least resilient, more preferably, the insu 
lating material is a high temperature plastic such as one 
having a glass transition temperature of at least about 140° 
C. such as ?ber reinforced materials including the TECAP 
EEK materials available from Ensinger GmbH & Co., 
Nufringen, Germany. The insulating material 60 is prefer 
ably in contact With the base 46 of the sealing element 40 at 
the leading 58 and trailing ends 62 of the sealing element 40 
When vieWed according to the direction of rotation “X”, but 
it may be separated by small gap “g” intermediate these 
ends. The gap Will generally be less than about 1 mm, more 
preferably, the gap is about 0.2 mm to about 0.7 mm, and 
most preferably, the gap is about 0.5 mm. This gap alloWs 
for some minor movement of the insulating material 
accounting for the ?eece Web thickness that passes in the nip 
betWeen the sealing element 40 and, e.g., a pressure roller 
64. The pressure faced by the ?eece Web in this nip helps to 
calender the ?eece Web to maintain a relatively uniform 
density during processing. 
[0038] The insulating material 60 preferably has a thick 
ness of about 1 mm to about 4 mm, more preferably about 
2 mm. The insulating material 60 may be substantially of 
uniform thickness (excluding, of course the holes necessary 
to alloW the sealing knobs 44 to project therethrough) as 
discussed above, or one or more recesses may be formed in 
it. For eXample, a substantially rectangular recess 61 may be 
formed in the surface of the insulating material 60 facing the 
base 46 of the sealing element 40. The recess 61 may 
increase the ?exibility of the insulating element 60, and it 
can serve as a spring element to help to provide a substan 
tially uniform pressure to the cover/ absorbent structure. The 
recess 61 may have a depth of about 10% to about 50% of 
the thickness of the insulating material 60. 

[0039] The sealing knobs 44 preferably project from the 
base 46 of the sealing element 40 and eXtend above the 
insulating material 60 by at least about 1 mm, preferably by 
about 3 mm to about 7 mm, and most preferably by about 5 
mm. 

[0040] The invention further relates to a method for pro 
ducing a tampon for feminine hygiene. In particular, it 
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relates to a method involving thermally bonding an at least 
partially thermoplastic cover material to an absorbent struc 
ture at a desired temperature. 

[0041] The preferred bonding temperature is 140° C. for a 
preferred ?eece Web containing cotton and rayon or rayon 
blends and an apertured ?lm cover material containing 
polyethylene. This provides a reliable heat sealing of the 
materials in use. The cover material is reliably bonded With 
the ?eece Web section in the desired bond region While the 
rest of the cover material attains a temperature that does not 
cause it to bond or otherWise be damaged. 

[0042] FIG. 4 shoWs a perspective vieW of a sealing roller 
as Well as a ?eece Web section 16 With a cover 18 sealed onto 

it. The sealing elements 40 comprise sealing knobs 44 
arranged in transverse roWs and at distances from one 
another With said sealing knobs projecting about 0.3 cm 
from a base 46 of the sealing elements 40. 

[0043] According to FIGS. 4 and 4A, the sealing knobs 
44 have a substantially oval and rounded off sealing surface 
50. The transition from each sealing surface 50 to the knob 
sideWalls 52 is substantially vertical to the base 46 of the 
sealing elements 40. Therefore, the parts of the sealing 
knobs 44 being in contact With the ?eece Web section 16 
and/or the cover material 18 do not have sharp edges. 

[0044] The pressure roller 64 presses the ?eece Web 16 
against the sealing roller 42 so that the Wrapping material 18 
is securely sealed onto the ?eece Web by sealing elements 
40. Furthermore, it is provided for another transport and/or 
driving roller 66 that drives the ?eece Web 16 and/or holds 
it in the desired position. 

[0045] In operation the sealing elements 40 are preferably 
heated up to a temperature of 140° C. This preferably results 
in a surface temperature of the sealing surface 52 also of 
about 140° C. 

[0046] Optional elements consisting of the remaining seg 
ments of the sealing roller cylinder can be inserted into the 
sealing roller 42 in the voids 68. These elements may be 
ironing elements described in Us. Ser. No. , ?led on 
even date hereWith, entitled “Sealing Roller And Sealing 
Roller Element Particularly For Producing A Tampon For 
Feminine Hygiene And Method Therefor” (Attorney Docket 
J &J-1914), the disclosure of Which is herein incoporated by 
reference. 

[0047] FIG. 5 shoWs diagrammatically in cross-section 
various embodiments of the sealing knobs 44 of the sealing 
element 140. 

[0048] Sealing knob 44 shoWn in FIG. 5a comprises a 
substantially smooth sealing surface 50 and smooth knob 
sideWalls 52 substantially vertically arranged With respect to 
the sealing surface 50 so that the sealing knobs 44 are 
substantially square. The edges betWeen the sealing surface 
50 and the knob sideWalls 52 are rounded off. Such rounding 
off is not provided for at the edges betWeen the knob 
sideWalls 52 and the base 46 of the sealing element, since 
these regions are not in contact With the ?eece Web 100, the 
?eece Web section 105 or the Wrapping material 200 While 
the sealing roller 42 is in operation. 

[0049] FIG. 5b shoWs a further embodiment of a sealing 
knob 44 Which comprises a smooth sealing surface 50 and 
transversely arranged knob sideWalls 52. The outer angles 
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between the sealing surface 50 and the knob sidewalls 52 are 
about 225° While the angles betWeen the base 46 and the 
knob sideWalls 52 are about 135°. The obtuse angles of the 
edges prevent a damage of the materials to be treated. 

[0050] FIG. 5c shoWs another embodiment of the sealing 
knob 44 Which is ellipsoid-segmentally shaped. These ellip 
soid-segmentally shaped sealing knobs 44 securely attach 
cover 16 and do not signi?cantly damage the cover material. 

[0051] While the present description has referred to the 
sealing roller 42 of FIG. 4, the ordinarily skilled practitioner 
Will recogniZe that the sealing element 40 may also be a 
substantially planar element capable of reciprocating motion 
or other physical arrangements that provide appropriate heat 
and pressure. 

[0052] Shear Strength Test Method 

[0053] This test method serves to determine the sealing 
strength betWeen an absorbent structure and an adjacent 
material, such as a cover, of a tampon. 

[0054] 1. Test Equipment includes: a tensile testing 
machine, such as an Instron Model 1011 (SON load trans 
ducer, 50 mm pneumatic grips), computer controlled; Soft 
Ware, such as WININ, to operate the testing machine and to 
describe the results; a balance (0.01 g accurate); and an 
Eppendorf or similar pipette (adjustable volume to 5 ml). 

[0055] 2. Sample preparation: Tampons are Weighed and 
ten are selected having a target Weight:0.1 g. The selected 
tampons are moistened With appr. 4 ml of Water (Eppendorf 
pipette) and unraveled, if necessary to arrange the absorbent 
structure and cover in a substantially planar con?guration, 
and the length of sealing area is measured and recorded. 
Again, if necessary, the absorbent structure is cut to leave 
only a small amount (at least 2 cm) of structure extending 
beyond the sealed portion of the cover material to provide a 
grippable portion for the testing equipment. Absorbent struc 
ture and cover end are clamped in the testing machine. 

[0056] 3. Set up the computer-controlled Instron Machine 
as folloWs: 

[0057] Test Speed: 100 mm/min 

[0058] Test Mode: tensile test 

[0059] Break action: test stops at breakage and the 
grips return to their starting position. 

[0060] Load range: 20% 

[0061] Break detector sensitivity: 20% 

[0062] Peak detector sensitivity: 5% 

[0063] 4. Run the test for each sample as folloWs: 

[0064] Adjust distance betWeen testing machine grips 
to match product to be tested and place the cover 
material in the upper grip, if applicable. 
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[0065] Lock mechanical adjustable loWer limit stop 
beloW loWer grip, if appropriate. 

[0066] Adjust force display, if necessary. 
[0067] Engage test, after force peak is passed the 

measurement can be stopped With the “STOP” but 
ton. 

[0068] Record the highest force value as the seal 
strength. 

[0069] Repeat for each sample. 
[0070] The speci?cation above is presented to aid in the 
complete and non-limiting understanding of the invention 
disclosed herein. Since many variations and embodiments of 
the invention can be made Without departing from its spirit 
and scope, the invention resides in the claims hereinafter 
appended. 

1-8. (Cancel) 
9. A sealing element for a sealing roller, the sealing 

element pro?led With a sealing pattern, Wherein the sealing 
pattern is de?ned by sealing knobs arranged at distances to 
each other that project from a base of the sealing element, 
each sealing knob having a perimeter shaped to eliminate 
aggressive edges. 

10. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the perimeter of 
a sealing element is radiused. 

11. Asealing element of claim 9 Wherein the perimeter of 
a sealing element is de?ned by an angle from greater than 
180° to about 240°. 

12. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs have a substantially spherical form. 

13. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs have a substantially spherical segment form. 

14. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs are substantially ellipsoid-segmentally shaped. 

15. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs are positioned on the sealing elements in roWs 
arranged transversely at distances to each other. 

16. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs project at least 3 mm from the base of the sealing 
element. 

17. A sealing element of claim 9 Which further comprises 
an insulating material adjacent the sealing knobs. 

18. A sealing element of claim 17 Wherein the sealing 
knobs project at least 1 mm from the insulating material. 

19. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein a front end the 
direction of rotation of the sealing element is provided With 
sealing knobs at least at its margins and corners. 

20. A sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 
knobs cover about 5% to about 30% of the planar surface 
area of the sealing element. 

21-22 (Cancel) 
23. The sealing element of claim 9 Wherein the sealing 

knobs have a sealing surface area of less than about 40 mm2. 

* * * * * 


